
BLADEWIND

ENDLESS SPELL, BLADEWIND

Carried through the air by a crimson tempest of blood, these gleaming falchions carve 
a bloody path through anything in their way, slicing through armour with unnatural 

ease to get to the flesh and blood beneath.

DESCRIPTION
Bladewind is a single model.

PREDATORY: Bladewind is a predatory endless 
spell. It can move up to 12" and can fly.

MAGIC
Summon Bladewind: The caster calls upon their 
mastery of blood magic to conjure a twirling 
quartet of giant, blood‑slick blades.

Summon Bladewind has a casting value of 6. 
Only Daughters of Khaine Wizards can 
attempt to cast this spell. If successfully cast, 
set up 1 Bladewind model wholly within 9" of 
the caster.

ABILITIES
Eviscerating Vortex: Upon taking form, these 
sentient blades simultaneously begin to spin at an 
alarming rate.

When this model is set up, the player who set it 
up can immediately make a move with it.

Unnatural Edge: The falchions carve through 
rock and masonry effortlessly, preying on those 
who would seek shelter behind them.

After this model has moved, each unit that has 
any models it passed across, and each other 
unit that is within 1" of it at the end of its move, 
suffers D3 mortal wounds.

In addition, do not apply the cover modifier to 
save rolls for attacks that target units that are 
within 12" of this model.

KEYWORDS

ENDLESS SPELL, BLOODWRACK VIPER

The Bloodwrack Viper is an enormous serpent formed from boiling blood, a 
manifestation of hatred and bitterness that binds its prey in a crushing embrace 

before squeezing so forcefully that the victim explodes in a shower of gore. 

DESCRIPTION
A Bloodwrack Viper is a single model.

PREDATORY: A Bloodwrack Viper is a 
predatory endless spell. It can move up to 9" and 
can fly.

MAGIC
Summon Bloodwrack Viper: The caster weaves 
their outstretched hand in an elaborate pattern 
that mimics the structure of a monstrous snake 
drenched in blood.

Summon Bloodwrack Viper has a casting value 
of 7. Only Daughters of Khaine Wizards 
can attempt to cast this spell. If successfully cast, 
set up 1 Bloodwrack Viper model wholly within 
9" of the caster.

ABILITIES
Bloodslick Coils: The viper uses the torrents of 
blood from its scales to slide at great speed.

When this model is set up, the player who set it 
up can immediately make a move with it.

Fanged Strike: The serpent curls around its 
enemies and tightens its coils, choking its prey in 
torrents of unnatural ichor before striking with its 
monstrous fangs.

After this model has moved, the player who 
moved this endless spell must pick 1 unit 
within 1" of it and roll 3 dice. For each roll that 
is equal to or greater than that unit's Wounds 
characteristic, 1 model from that unit is slain.
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